Diagnosis-specific self-image predicts longitudinal suicidal ideation in adult eating disorders.
Eating disorders (ED) are prevalent, serious illnesses with elevated mortality, mainly attributable to suicide. Predictors of suicidality include binge/purge symptomatology, impulsivity, and psychiatric comorbidity, as well as personality factors. Recent research has also shown self-image (the Structural Analysis of Social Behavior, SASB, model) to predict manifest suicide attempts in ED, and the study explored suicide risk prediction to increase knowledge of warning signs and intervention targets. Participants were adult ED patients registered in the Stepwise clinical database (N = 1537) with anorexia nervosa (AN), bulimia nervosa (BN), binge-eating disorder (BED), or other specified feeding and eating disorder (OSFED). The SASB self-image questionnaire was used in stepwise regressions to predict 12-month suicidal ideation, both self- and clinician-rated, in models both excluding and including baseline clinical variables. Validation analyses showed fair correspondence between outcome variables as well as with suicide attempts. Different variables predicted suicidality in different diagnoses, over and above baseline clinical variables in all but one regression model. Low Self-protection was important in AN and BN, high Self-control in AN, and high Letting go of the self in BN. For BED, self-blame explained variance, and in OSFED, lack of self-love. Findings are in line with research showing differential self-image-based prediction of important outcomes in ED, with noteworthy consistencies across diagnoses and suicidality variables. Strengths included the large sample, and limitations pertained to measures, attrition and Type II error risk. Replication is needed, but findings are consistent with some previous work and offers clinical and research implications.